
Artist Profile – Richard Hunt  
 
b. 1935 Chicago, IL; lives and works in Chicago, IL 
 
 Starting in seventh grade Hunt began attending the Junior School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, then continued studying there at the college level obtaining his BAE in 1957. During his 
junior year at the Art Institute of Chicago, Hunt started exhibiting his sculptures nationwide and 
a piece was purchased by the Museum of Modern Art. After graduating, Hunt received a 
traveling fellowship and went to England, France, Spain, and Italy and in 1962 he became the 
youngest artist to exhibit at Seattle’s World Fair.  

Notably, Hunt became the first African American sculptor to have a major solo 
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, and has works in collections at many art museums 
around the country. In 1968 Hunt was appointed by President Lyndon Johnson as one of the 
first artists to serve on the National Council on the Arts as well as serving as the commissioner 
of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American Art. In 2009 he received the Lifetime 
Achievement Award from the International Sculpture Center.  
 In his early works, Hunt used materials from car junkyards to create his sculptures, he 
also focused on linear-spatial arrangement with abstract pieces. In 1967 Hunt made a shift in 
his sculpture making; he moved from smaller studio work to creating large scale public 
sculptures that were done on commission. These large scale sculptures were meant to respond 
to the designed spaces and the dynamics of diverse communities. Hunt continues to work on 
large scale outdoor sculpture because it does not have the same limits that working in a studio 
does and it brings up a conversation between the art and the nature around it. One of Hunt’s 
strategies is to never stop making sculptures, he constantly continues to create something and 
this drives him to think of new ideas for works. In 1974 Hunt obtained a deactivated electrical 
substation that he turned into a metal welding studio, the station included a crane that allowed 
Hunt to work on and move his larger pieces.  
 Hunt’s smaller works that he creates in the studio are focused on the movement, form, 
and energy of the piece, the material is often manipulated to create wave-like patterns that 
flow in organic ways. The subjects of these sculptures can be people or animals but are also 
often abstract and non-representational. Hunt’s large scale outdoor sculpture work follows the 
same style but also goes a step further and incorporates pieces of nature. Some include flowing 
water, stairs for viewers to climb, or have small gardens built around them. Within his pieces 
Hunt is often making comments on contemporary social and political issues.  
 Examples of Hunt’s smaller works are The Chase (1) and Minor Monument, Number 1 
(2). His larger pieces include Quest for Peace (3) and Play (4).  
 
Online Source: 
https://richardhuntstudio.com/ 
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